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Town hold promo spot
Fleetwood 2,
Chesterfield 1
Fleetwood town
snatched a late winner
to leave Chesterfield
with all three points and
maintain their place in
the automatic promotion
spots.

A 90th-minute Chris Atkinson
own goal gave Town victory
following an early Steven Gillespie
opener and ensured theyremain
unbeaten on the road since the
defeat at Bradford in August.

In dramatic scenes, a late
Fleetwood onslaught resulted in
Youl Mawene crashing a header
against the crossbar and causing
a scramble in front of an empty
goal as Spireites ‘keeper Richard
O’Donnell was lured towards his
effort. In the end, Atkinson turned
it into his own net under pressure
from Junior Brown to send the
100-strong travelling Cod Army into
raptures.

It had taken Gillespie only five
minutes to give Town the lead with
his fourth goal of the season and,
similarly to Saturday, itwas Lee
Fowler who laid the foundations
of the move. After a Dean Howell
corner was forcefully cleared,
Fowler was well-placed to make a
charge at the loose ball and guide it
back into the box.

From an Alex Marrow flick-on,
Gillespie turned swiftly to produce
a left-footed strike which nestled
into the bottom-right corner.

The home side drew level two
minutes before the interval through
Tendayi Darikwa, the 20-year-old
volleying home from 20 yards after
a long throw from Sam Togwell was
headed into his path.

Apart from an Atkinson
header which was deflected wide,
Chesterfield had enjoyed few
clear-cut chances inside the first
half as Town’s back four remained
resilient and dealt well with any
incoming advances, most of which
were orchestrated by Luis Boa
Morte, who was unfortunate not to
grab an assist after his 67th-minute
crosswas just too high for Atkinson
to reach.

Rob Edwards almost scored his
first goal in a Town shirt at the
wrong end of the field and can
count himself lucky that he didn’t
level the scoreline on the 20-minute
mark after a Boa Morte pass across
goal was dragged just wide by the
Barnsley loanee, Scott Davies not
quick enough to reach it.

Gillespie appeared sharp and full
of energy as he chased and won a
loose ball at the expense of Liam

Ridehalgh, who certainly should
have got there before the Town
striker, whileTom Barkhuizen
posed a constant threat and found
himself in many a promising
position in front of goal or down the
right flank.

Mawene had earlier
demonstrated the threat he poses
at the other end of the pitch as well
as his composure in defence. After
he calmly won possession from
Darikwa as Chesterfield mounted
an initially rare attack, the ball
was immediately sent forward
to Barkuizen, who found himself
under pressure from two defenders
and could only manage a weak
effort on goal, which O’Donnell
easily dealt with.

The Town defender then forced a
save from the Spireites ‘keeper after
a Fleetwood corner fell to McGuire,
whose well-hit strike from the edge
of the area deflected off Mawene
and forced the Chesterfield stopper
to react quickly and scoop the
ball away from his line. A similar
scenario unfolded just moments

later amidst accusations of handball
as a McGuire shot crashed against a
blue shirt, the captain particularly
aggrieved not to see referee Darren
Deadman blow his whistle.

Micky Mellon made his first
substitution after 61 minutes,
replacing Barkhuizen with David
Ball, and his second eight minutes
later, taking off Fowler for Jamie
Milligan, as he looked for more
ways for his side to threaten the
Chesterfield defence.

Tommy Wright’s men had looked
more watertight in midfield during
the second half and offered plenty of
pace going forwards which Town’s
defence, to their credit, continued
to deal with, if a little clumsily at
times.

Both sides had come out of the
blocks in the second half; Atkinson
and Danny Whitaker were seeking
out space to threaten as the former
picked up a deflected clearance to
shoot on goal, while Marrow found
himself in the thick of the action.

After surging forward on
the counter-attack and finding

Barkhuizen on the right, the on-
loan winger beat his marker and
pulled it back for McGuire, but
unfortunately his team-mate had
ventured too far forward to receive
it, and the midfielder made way for
Barry Nicholson after Town had
grabbed their winner.

Chesterfield stepped it up around
the hour mark and Togwell was
allowed two separate opportunities
to put his side in front. He first
forced a save out of Scott Davies
with a curling strike from distance,
then followed it minutes later with
a header that went inches wide, just
missing Darikwa at the far post.

Fleetwood did continue to ask
questions of Chesterfield, with
Brown displaying his quick feet and
attacking guile to set up Gillespie,
whose subsequent turn and shot
was saved, while a McGuire
bullet header was ruled offside
and just as well as it sailed over
the crossbar.

Another downside of the
evening for the Spireites was the
sight of substitute Marc Richards

hobbling off the pitch only four
minutes after being introduced,
in what was intended to be his
comeback from injury.

While Ridehalgh had previously
made way for Nathan Smith, Craig
Westcarr replaced the unfortunate
striker in Chesterfield’s third
alteration and he could well have
won the game for his side inside the
final five minutes but for a fine save
from Davies.
FLEETWOOD: Davies, Howell, Fowler
(Milligan 69), Brown, McLaughlin, McGuire
(c), Gillespie, Marrow (Nicholson, 90),
Mawene, Barkhuizen (Ball, 60), Edwards
Subs not used: Parkin, Goodall, Kinsella,
Maxwell
CHESTERFIELD: O’Donnell, Talbot,
Ridehalgh (Richards, 77 (Westcarr, 83), Hird
(c), Forbes, Atkinson, Togwell, Darikwa, Boa
Morte, Whitaker (Richards, 77)

Steven Gillespie goes for the ball and (right) celebrates his goal which gave Fleetwood Town the opening they needed on the way to victory
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